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DESIGN OF A KALMAN FILTER FOR TRANSFER ALIGNMENT

by
Dr. Oddvar Halllngstad

Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (NDRE)
P.box 25, N-2007 KJeller

Q NORWAY

SUMMARY

SThe Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (NDRE) has been involved in the develop-
ment of several inertially based integrated iavigation systems. In all of these sys-
tems, the Kalman filter has been the sensor integrator. During the last years one of
the main efforts has been on the development of the navigation system for the air
launched Penguin Mk3 missile.

Low cost inertial navigation systems (INS) are extensively applied in missile midcourse
guidance. The launch platform is generally equipped with a high quality INS, and there
is a need for some means to transfer this performance to the missile INS. This is done
by transfer alignment (TA) before launch.j This alignment may in general be achievsd by
angle, position, velocity or acceleration matching (alone or in combination).

"This naper describes the desJgn philosophy vsed in the development of the alignment
subsystem of the inertial midcourse navigation system for the air launched Penguin
antiship missile adopted fir the F-16 fighter aircraf-. The desired performance was
achieved through a chree level Kalman filter (KF) design process. On he first level
.e assume thit our syzttm is linear ani then we design the KF. On the second level we
deal with the design of the preprocessor whion make the linear assimptions on level one
valid. The last level deals with the field ttsting )f the missile navigation system
which is the final test of the validity of the design procedure.

LIST OF SYMBOLS =ND AEBBEIATIONS

The notation used in this article is based on reternce 110).

g Free tall acceleration T KF vpdate time Int..r*ai
;MU Inertial measurement unit 0 Vector or maý.rix belonging to the
INS Inertial navigation system system truth model.
MXS Master INS taircraft) (Y Vector or matrix belonging to the
3:N5 Slave INS (mi.s3le) :ifter des,ga model.
KF Kalmjn filterKF almn flte Vector belonging to the MINS,
TA Transter alignment (-) Vector belonging to the SINS.
x,y,z The three body axes
X,YZ The three navigation fram* axes 04 Time I&

1 INTRODUCTION

The F-16/Pengu~n Is an anti sta invasion weapon system with a high performance missile
diaigncd tc :Zke optimum advantage of the confintd Norweglan coastal waters. To protect
the aircraft and missile and avoid missile impact on land the missile has a high navi-
gation accuracy Independent of both aircraft and tansile trajectories. The heart of
thia system is the missile INS, a relatively low cost semi slrapdown INS (the roll axis
is gimba)led) based on two two-axes gyroscopas and three acc*lPrxmeters with a turn-on
to turn-on accuracy cf the order of deg/h and mq (mill g). respectively.

7)e missile has •o t.. able to fly a variety of attack profiles in order both to avoid
and to make use of th,, mountainous Norwegian c>astal terrain. One of several attac1;
sequences is Illustrated in figure 1. The mýnslle will in typical operao.onal scen-
arios experience heavy mannauvres, Mth high g turns and linear accelerations in 3
dimensions, both Immediately before launch and in free flight. This puts heavy demands
on the inertial midcourse navigation system and the prclaunch Initialisation procedure.
In this paper, the main topic will be the design of this prelaunch Initialleation pro-
cedure.

The original transfer alignment (TA) problem was to estimate the mechanical nis.lliqn-
ment between the case axes of two IMUs. Since our IMUs have been turned Inro fu.
fledged inertial navigatioi systems tINSs), it turns out that the TA mioblvm may be
formulated as an ordinary navigation system update prohlo". Recei'-i th, MINS it ordet
o( magnitudes more accurate than the sINS, the output from the F-INS may be considered
ezror free. Thus the original TA problem has been transformed into the navigation prob-
ler : Est:mate the velocities and the misailgn9.ents In the SINS using the velrcity
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outputs from the MINS as measurements of the true velocities. The Kalman filter (KF) is
used to solve this problem. The reason why we use velocities instead of positions as
measurements to the KF will be discussed in subsection 3.1.2.

In section 2 we will describe the transfer alignment problem in more detail and discuss
the design objectives and the design procedure for a Kalman filter meeting the specifi-
cations. The design procedure consists of three levels. On the first level we assume
that our system is linear and then we design the KF (section 3). On the second level we
will in section 4 discuss the design of the preprocessor which make the linear assump-
tions on level one valid. The last level discussed in section 5, deals with field
testing o± the missile navigation system. This is the final test of the validity of the
design procedure.

2 TRANSFER ALIGNMNT

2.1 System DescrptJion

The alignment is done by matching the outputs from the F-16 INS and the missile INS by
means of a KF. The design objectives and procedure for the KF are given in the next
sections. The KF transfer alignment algorithm is implemented in the software for a
Mot-roia 6W•OJ Lased microcomputer in the Penguin/F-16 adapter. The adapter fits
bet'.' en the standard F-16 pylon and the missile.

FPgure 2 shuws a physical block diagram of the main components in the TA system. The
INS it. the F-16 '.rcraft is a gimballed 3 axes platform while the INS in the missile is
; semistrapnoio platform (the roll axis is gimballed). The accuracy of MINS is several
maqnicue s better than the SINS implying that the MINS may be considered error free for
TA purposes.

The acc.leraions and angular velocities sensed by the two platforms differ due to the
sp3tiaj senaration and the nonrigid body connecting them. This nonrigid body is suscep-
tible to both mechanical deformations and vibrations.

The available naiigation data on the F-16 1553B and the missile buses are updated with
50 Hz. This is obviously too much for a KF. So there must be some form of averaging of
the measuremen.s. The time lags for the data from the two sources are also different.

2.2 Design Objectives and Constraints

The most important design criteria was that the missile INS alignment should not impose
heavy restrictions on the normal operotion of the aircraft. That is, there should be no
added restrictions on g loads imposed by the alignment subsystem, and of particular
importance, the alignment should not impose restrictions on aircraft manoeuvres during
the launch sequence. In addition, the alignment subsystem should not require any
changes on the aircraft. Some of the design objectives and constraints for the KF are

* The navigation accuracy (position and attitude) should meet the specifications at
the target.
The alignment time must be shorter than the requirements.

* The filter should only utilize the readily available velocity and attitude data on
the F-16 15538 data bus.

* The computation load and memory requirements have to fit into the available Motor-
ola 68000 based micro computer in the misrile adapter.

• The filter has to be robust. I.e. unexpected larqe or unknown ctror %ourcej tho;d
not cause major performance degradation.

* The filter may be turned on at any time and then stay on even during long missioni.

2.3 Dnaign Proneurc

Designing a KF for TA meeting the design 2ojectives g1ven in the previous sectot rt y
be done using the following three level ±terative procedure

Zav..1 1 :alam tfilter d.ign

On this level we assume that the system equations have beLn linearized :o that the KF
may be applied. This assumption depends on the success of the preproxessor design on
level 2. The design is assisted by a Covarianco analyses slmulotlon program.

I. Put the proble" Into a XF framework.
2. Decide whether an optimal KF may do the Job (disregarding co,?ztat!or :oad and

memory requirements) or not.
3. Eliminate states from the optimal KF arriving at a suboptimAl filttr.

4. Tune the suboptimal filter.
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5. Perform a sensitivity analysis to determine the robustness of the suboptimal
filter. Repeat from 2 if necessary.

Level 2 : Prepzoseuo:i design

The purpose of the preprocessor is to interface the KF designed on level I to the
physical system. The design is made using a Monte Carlo simulation program where the
main nonlinear aspects of the physical system are implemented.

1. Decide how to perform level arm compensation and calculation of the KF measure-
ments.

2. Determine the discretisation algorithm of the timevariant matrices used by the KF
and based on output from the SINS.

3. Determine the KF update frequency.
4. Design a supervisor which detect abnormal situations, i.e. hardware failures, out-

layers and abnormal signal statistics.
5. Perform a Monte Carlo simulation incorporating the KF from level 1.
6. Repeat from 1 if necessary. If the KF is inadequate repeat level 1.

Level 3 : rield testing

Soth level 1 and level 2 destr•s were based on simulation programs. On level 3 the
algorithms fo~iJ on the previous two levels are implemented in the alignment unit and
tested in the physical system. The test results are analysed using a post flight simu-
lation program.

1. Implement the algorithms in the alignment unit hardware.
2. Perform captive flight tests.
3. Perform missile test firing
5. Analyse the test results using the post flight simulation program or if necessary

the Monte Carlo simulation program and the covariance simulation program.
6. Repeat the level I and 2 design if necessary.

3 KA W FILTER DESIGN

We will in this section show how to deduce the KF part of the alignment algorithm. The
KF design is based on several assumptions which will be tested in section 4 and 5. The
design objectives and constraints given in subsection 2.2 may for the KF design in this
section be taken care of as follows :

If all the assumptions for a KF are valid it will be optimal, implying that the
navigation accuracy at the target and the alignment time cannot be made better by
any other estimation method. Therefore, test of the optimal KF will tell whether
these requirements are achievable or not.

The optimal KF design will pose unacceptable computation load and memory require-
ments. We have to design a suboptimal KF. The deduction and Lest ot this suboptimal
XF that preserve the optimality is therefore the main concern in this section. The
computation load will be reduced by eliminating states, simplifying the matrix
structure and by updating the KF with a much lower frequency than the measurement* frequency (section 4).

3.1 Svstem Truth Model

We will in this subsection present the system truth model and its properties. The Sys-
tem truth model is the best, most complete mathematical model t6at can be developed.
for our KF design purpose it is linear and serves both as a starting point for the
suboptimal filter design and as a reference for achievable aiignment accuracy.

* 3.1.1 Woalinsar Modal
block diagram of the main coponents in the physical TA system is shown in figure 2.

A mathematical model of the process part would consist of the following models (as our
Monte Carlo simulat'on program does) :

1. A trajectory generator which calculates the linear and angular acceleration inputs

to the MINS and SINS , The generator may be designed in many different
ways. In our Monte Carlo simulation program we first specify a trajectory (curve)
consisting of line and circle segments in the computation frame. Then we specify
the tangential acceleration involved. The model of the aircraft is fairly simple
because we specify that the normal component of the acceleration is always normal
to a plane through the wings of the aircraft. The actual linear (Vw) and angular
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(d )accelerations for the MINS may then be calculated. The input (9',o') to the SINS

is calculated by adding the level arm effect (;x7) and the output from a vibration

model to Z* and Z.

2. A model of the gyros and accelerometers in the aircraft gimballed inertial platform
and the navigation equations implemented in the MINS. In most of our Monte Carlo
simulations we were only interested in relative navigation errors. Thus, we used
the positions and attitudes given in the trajectory generator directly.

3. A model of the gyros and the accelerometers in the missile semistrapdown inertial
platform and the navigation equations implemented in the SINS. The SINS's naviga-
tion equations used the quaternion algorithm.

The common way to apply the KF to a nonlinear system is by using an extended Kalman
filter (EKF) where one has to implement nonlinear models of the dynamics and the sensor
equations in the computer. The transfer alignment problem may also be solved using an
EKF. But the nonlinear dynamic equations mentioned above would be to much for a real
time application. Instead, one makes a linear error model of the difference between the
outputs from the MINS and SINS. This will be done in subsection 3.2. As a matter of
fact also this error modelling procedure may be interpreted as making an EKF. In this
case the SINS is interpreted as the dynamic nonlinear model of the true aircraft
dynamic. That is, the nonlinear aircraft dynamic equations are solved on a combined
analog-digital computer (the SINS) and the SINS is reset by the KF error estimates. It
is this feedback which makes the filter an EKF and not a linearised KF in this inter-
pretation.

3.1.2 Linearisation

The KF is an algorithm which is optimal only for linear gaussian systems, but most of
the real world oroblems are nonlinear (including our TA problem). A main question is
therefore how to linearise the process in figure 2 in order to make the KF algorithm
applicable. We make the following assumptions :

1. The MINS is considered error free because its accuracy is several orders of magni-
tude better than the SINS. The navigation data from the MINS are consequently taken
as true positions, velocities and angles. For filter design purposes only the
relative estimation errors are of interest. The absolute navigation error may be
obtained by calculating the RMS of the relative navigation error and the absolute
navigation error in the F-16 INS.

2. The preprosessor (discussed in the next section) compensates exactly for the spa-
tial separation of the two platforms by compensating for the level a-m effect

(Zx-r) and averaging out any vibration differences. Thus, we assume that the two
platforms are sensing the same linear and angular accelerations.

3. We assume that an initial coarse alignment has been done, making the axes misalign-
ment so small that a linear error model is valid.

4. In order to keep the mlsalignments small the SINS will be reset by the KF error
estimates. That is, the SINS will be in closed loop during alignment.

These assumptions render the linear TA truth model given in figure 3. The validity of
the af$umptions will be tested by Monte Carlo simulations and field tests. Thus, the
difference between the MINS and SINS measurements may be modelled by a linear time
variant stochastic model of the form (the linear truth model):

.w 4w

with a discrete measurement tsodel

Tahle 3-l shows an example of a system truth model and state variables. The three

pdsition states are not Included. But they are needed for eviluatlon purposes as the
alignment has to be evaluated according to the position and level errors at the target.
Co.a$equently, the position taLtes are included in the simulation programs but not in
the implemented KF.I
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No. of Description Abbreviation Initial values (1-o
States

3 Relative velocity error (X,Y,Z) V 0.4 m/s
3 Relative attitude error (X,Y,Z) E 16 mrad
3 Gyro coloured noise (x,y,z) GYCN 2 deg/h (30 s)
3 Gyro bias (x,y,z) 3YB 6 deg/h
3 Gyro scale factor (x,y,z) GYSF 0.20 %
4 Gyro mass unbalance (x,z) GYMU 6 deq/h/g
3 Accelerometer bias (x,y,z) ACB 2 mg
3 Accelerometer scale factor (x,y,z) ACSF 0.26 %
6 Accelerometer nonorthogcnality (x,y,z) ACNO 0.4 mrad
1 Relative azimuth measurement bias AMB 16 mrad

Table 3-1 System truth model, state variables

The initial error truth model of inertial platforms are easily set up by using the
accelerometer and gyro models from the producer in addition to information of the
actual mechanisation. But this initial truth model contains up to 100 state variables.
We arrived at the state vector in Table 3-1 by sensitivity simulations. The initial
model was excited by different trajectories and only the states showing the greatest
response was kept in the system truth model in table 3-i.

The readily available measurements to the alignment filter are velocity and azimuth
differences between the MINS and the SINS. The purpose of the azimuth measurement is to
prevent azimuth unstability during nonmanoeuvering periods. Due to deficiencies in the
down channel (Z-axis) of the F-16 inertial navigation system the Z-axis velocity dif-
ference is not used for the time being. The system truth measurement model I given in
table 3-2.

No. of Type of measurement noise Abbreviation 1-c values
meas.

3 White velocity meas. noise (XY,Z) VMN 0.4 m/s
i White azimuth meas. noise AMN 8 mrad

Table 3-2 System truth measurement model

Table 3-2 shows that we intend to use velocity and not position as measurement. In an
INS the position is only an integration of the velocity. Position may therefore not
contain more information about the errors in the SINS than the velocity does, see ref-
erence [11). Because the computation load for a KF is proportional to x' where n 1. the
no of states in the KF, we decided not to use position as measurement to the KF.
Further, due to our inaccurate SINS (compared to the MINS) we assume the MINS to be
et-or free. The position outputs from the MINS are therefore used to update the posi-
tion of the SINS directly.

Using positions as measurements to the XF would have the following advantage : The
errors due to unmode!led kinematical mt.tion of the SINS relative to tha MINS would be
more averaged than using velocities, alluwing a longer KF update interval. Hut the
simulations show that altogether we ate better off using only velocities.

F O ' It" R

., ..,..•, ,.. . °.°.... , ... ,... %
tin"",.., , h,.°,...... .. ,

t .. ..... . .••,.. . . .

° ............. °...°.. ... , ,,
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.. •.....°.......,. ... °... ... °.. ..
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Table 3-3 Truth Model Matrix Structure

Table 3-3 shows the truth model matrix structure. A nonzero element is marked by 'x'
and a zero element by '-'. The matrices are sparse due to all the bias states. The
nonzero system matrix (F) elements are of three main categories :
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1. Elements depending or the specific force measurements (output from the accelerome-
ters). These elements are large and manoeuvre dependant (depending on linear accel-
erations).

2. Elements coupling the component errors into velocity and level error states. These
elements are elements in coordinate transformation matrices from the platform gyro
and accelerometer frames to the navigation frame. These elements are attitude
dependant.

3. The rest of the nonzero elements (like the Coriolis coupling)

Our simulation programs utilises the structure by dividing the matrices into subma-
trices and eliminating multiplication with a zero submatrix.

3.1.3 Optimal Kr

The alignment time and navigation accuracy at the target depends on the prelaunch air-
craft manoeuvres. Fortunately, the simulations of a KF based on the system truth model
show that all these requirements are fulfilled if the aircraft make only a minor
prelaunch turn. This indicAtes that normal aircraft manoeuvres will be sufficient. The
optimal prelaunch manoeuvre would be the free flight trajectory of the missile. Because
then all the error sources of the SINS would have been excited also during alignment
and estimated. But also a normal mission shows usually more than sufficient man-
oeuvers. In addition to aligning the reference axes, the alignment procedure will also
to a certain extent calibrate the inertial sensors' bias and scale factors.

In -%rder to calculate the navigation and alignment accuracy the aircraft and missile
trajectories have to be defined. To simplify the problem somewhat, this paper will
consider two stylistic situations of a minimum alignment and a complete alignment.

Minimum alignment time is the time required for the alignment filter to estimate pitch
and roll attitude errors. This does not include warm up, power on test, and initial
coarse alignment. Minimum alignment is defined as an alignment where there has been no
manoeuvres to make the azimuth error observable. This information is available for the
pilot as status information on the F-16 stores control panel.

Complete alignment requires that an aircraft manoeuvre has made the azimuth attitude
error and other manoeuvre dependent accelerometer and gyro errors observable. In eddi-
tion, the alignment time has to be long enough so that the estimates of attitude and
gyro biases have stabilized.

Fiqure 6 shows the trajectory used In the generation of the error budget in figure 4.
This trajectory is sufficient for a complete alignment.

Figure 4 shows the error budget for the position and level error states at the target.
in the figure we have combined the effect from all three axes for each kind of error.
This is not dono in the original simulation and we are there able to distinguish
between the axes. The oominating error sources for the position errors (given the tra-
jectory in figure 6) are the gyro coloured noises (GYCN) and the velocity measurement
noises (VMN). The GYCNs are nonobservable due to a 30 s correlation time. The VMNs are
also dominating because we assume them to be large due to nonmodelled vibration noise.

For the level errors the dominating error sources are the GYCN, the gyro scale factor
(GYSF) and the gyrs mass unbalance (GYMU). The GYMU is not observable for nonmanoeuver-
ing cases. For jur trajectory we are not able to separate it fre the gyro bias.

An analysis of the error equations with respect to observability giveý the following
results -

Azimuth error is observable through the velocity measurements given a ranoeuvrt in
the horizontal plane. The level errors are also obaervable without manoeuvres due
to the free fall acceleration g.
Because the roll angle is always zero, the y-qyro coloured noise, bias and icale
factor are not observable through the azimuth measurement. But they may be eztl-
mated through velocity measurements due to the level error to velocity couplings.

In order to estimate the accelerometer scale factors ar.d nonorthogonality and tie
gyro mass unbalance the aircraft must have manoeuvres.

1 2 Filtar D&mian Hdal

Th2 optimal KF tested in the previous secfion satisfied the accuracy requirements at
the target. But a 32 state KF would be too much for the available micro computer.
Hence, in this subsection we will try to reduce the co~mputer demand by eliminatilng
states, simplifying the system matrices and discretisation algorithm.
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3.2.1 State Elimination

The computation load of a KF may be decreased by

* Eliminating state variables in the filter model.

* Replacing coloured noise state variables by bias states (time update of bias states
is not necessary).

* Simplifying the discrete error model used for time update calculations.
The candidates for elimination are nonobservable states and states which give a small
contribution to the total navigation error at the target. Nonobservable states may
eventually be replaced by an observable linear combination. The effect of state elimin-
ations and other simplifications should always be checked by a full covariance simula-
tion. Simulations of different trajectories suggested that the following states may be
eliminated from the list in table 3-1 :

* 6 accelerometer nonorthogonality states because their influence on the navigation
accuracy is small for the majority of manoeuvres.

• 3 gyro coloured noise states because their observability is low (30 s correlation
time) and their main effect of keeping the KF gains up may be replaced by white
process noise on the velocity and angular levels. Elimination of these coloured
noise states is also important because it leads to a significant reduction of KF
time update computation time.

1 1 x-gyro scale factor because the SINS is roll stabilized.

* 4 gyro mass unbalances because their effect on the navigation accuracy is neglect-
able (the effect is manoeuvre dependent).

The number of states in the filter model is now 18 versus 32 in the system truth model
(disregarding the three position state variables which will not be implemented in the
final filter). The last 12 state variables are modelled as biases which will give an
insignificant contribution to the time update computation load. The total computation
load is now acceptable.

The problem with the present filter model is that the KF gains for the bias states will
approach zero. This may imply filter divergence due to all the unmodelled states. Fig-
ure 5 shows the true alignment accuracy for the X-axis in the missile platform as
calculated by the covariance simulation program. The divergence problem will be
addressed in subsection 3.3.

3.2.2 Matrix Simplification

In section 3.1.2 we discussed the structure of the linear truth model. Many of the
couplings shown are of minor importance in an INS like ours because of the large compo-
nent errors. Therefore, we eliminate all the couplings due to Coriolis-accelerations
and error in the calculation of the g-vector. These simplifications will also speed up
the on line calculation of the elements in the design model matrices. The structure ut
the design model is shown in table 3-4. Notice the introduction of white process noise
on the velocity and angular levels.

V -e ei 114 Rd

Table 3-4 Design H.odel Structure

3.2.3 DiscratiSatlon

The connection between the matrices In the linear, ticvariant, contanes 4ochatst.
differential equation

y(,) Ard(, + aW'"

and the discrete difference equation

is given by

V,. FQ)41'Q.,1 4'Q.(1.) - I
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We will comment on the calculation of these matrices for long intervals in subsection
4.2. If the intirval is short enough, we may calculate the matrices by Taylor series
expansion. As table 3-5 shows, the F'-matrix is nilpotent and the Taylor series for F'
is

4,-I + F'T + 1 (Fn'T

An approximate solution of the integral for FQo(]&) is easily found by using the for-

mula for the V&-matrix. As table 3-5 shows the structure of these matrices is sparse.

~~~~~~. ...... . . .. . . .. . : :..::: : :
t............

::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::.:::

S......,..... ...... . .... °o , , o . ..................

............. ... .................. .................. ..................

Table 3-5 Design Model Discretisation

3.3 Filter Tuning

As shown in figure 5, a simple elimination of state variables gives a divergent KF. We
have therefore introduced fictitious process noise in order to keep the KF gains at an
acceptable level. The computation burden is kept low by introducing white noise only to
the velocity and error angle equations in the filter design model. In addition we want
to make the filter robust. This is done by making the a priori covariances for the
design model larger than the nominal values. The filter performance degradation due to
these conservative design filter values is small for nominal values in the truth model.

Figure 5 shows the tuned alignment accuracy for the X-axis of the platform. The true
estimation error is now not distinguishable from the opt!inal estimation error. A simi-
lar comparison of KF gains shows that the tuned filter has almost optimal gains. The
sensitivity of the tuned filter model to changes in the process model was Investigated
by the covariance simulation programt. The following cases were *xamlned :

* Inlial velo.it and oe..i errori an wiuur of mailtude gre.ater Lhia nominal.
* Unexpected bias shifts in the y- and z-gyros.

* Many different alignment manoeuvres including the extremes : no manoeuvres 4t 411
and very violent manoeuvre.

* Long term stability.

The conclusions from all these -!'ulat ions were that

1. The tuned KF satisfies the accuracy requirements with only modest dtmand4 on the
aliqnment manoeuvres

2. The suboptimal KF gives almost the same position and attitude accutacles at. the
target as the optimal KF. Also the important KX gains are almost idtntical to th
optimal case. This is achieved by IntroduCIng fictltlouu process noise on t•h 4-
tude rate error level.

3. The filter Is robust due to relative large a priori covariances

4. The calculation time fto the KF time and measurement updates it !ast due to an
UO-algorlthm utilising the matrix structures.

The results of these simulatlons, and also evaluation through Moote Carlo sMiations
and experience from captive flight testing, led to the final tuned filLet model in
table 3-6.



No. of Description Abbreviations
States

3 Relative velocity error (X,Y,Z) V
3 Relative attitude error (X,Y,Z) E
3 Gyro bias (x,y,z) GYB
2 Gyro scale factor (x,y,z) GYSF
3 Accelerometer bias (x,y,z) ACB
3 Accelerometer scale factor (x,y,z) ABSF
1 Relative azimuth measurement bias AMB

Table 3-6 Tuned filter model, state variables

3.4 UD-factorisatlon algorithos

The UD-factorisation algorithm (reference 2) was used both in the simulation programs
and the implemented KF. The us* of numerical stable algorithms is a necessity in cova-
riance simulation programs due to the high dimension of the augmented state vector. In
the real 'me implementation the conventional covariance equations would probably have
been sufficient. But since the computation burden is almost equal to the UD-algorithmn
the latter were chosen.

The UD-algorithms were simplified in order to utilize the special structure of the
equations at hand (this kind of simplifications is much easier to do to covarlance
equations). Especially the elimination of the gyro coloured noise states were Important
in keeping the computation load •il.
Notice, that the UD-algorithm has to use both 4 and Q: in the update equations. This i

done by Cholesky foctorisation algorithm.

4 PWEPROSSSOR DESIGN

The KF designed in section 3 satisfied the design requirements. But the KF was designed
making several assumptions about the preprosessor function. The simulatiocti in that
section did not account for those assumptions. In this section, wt will show how the
preprosesser is designed and give some results of the Monte Carlo Nimulations. Th:is
simulation program accounts both for the most important nonlinear effects and thc lit-
N-rence between the INS output frequencies and the ý1" update frequenzy. Ine pru :!ose:-
aor main structure Is given in figure 7.

1.1 Kalman Filter MeasU~remen

The acceleratl.i•s 4nd annular velocities sensed by the two platforms differ due to the
spetial separation and the nonrigid body connecting them. The nonrigid body Zz •uscep-
tiblo to mechanical deformations aM vibrations. Thus, the velocity meisurementx Iro"
the SINS have to be corrected for the level arm effect and the vibrations. Since we
cannot update the KF with 50 1ir, we calculate the average effect of the lovel arm over
one KF Jpdate time interval and correct the average velocity measurements from the SINS
before wu form the difference with the avetaqed veiocity as•rents from the Mins.
This averaging leads to a reduction in the measurem.ent noise and Average* %he high
freqt:encv vibrations. But It could lead i! stability problems due to the new corrv!4-
tion between process and measurement notre. FOrtupately. simulations show thi thjý
added correlation is too small to aake Any ptcbles for out 9F,

4.2 ILAtVariant Natricgn

The movt correct way to calculate V, and is.Q:( , is by utinq a sub antorval. AT qivv:, by

the INS measuremeJnt f*quency. The Of-matrix Is tlen given by

where 0.(AT) ts ca~cvlated by the foasula In subsection 3.7.) and using the MOO* t re-e
acceleration measurements in the calculations. Otcause the computation lo"d would tbe
too great, we first calculate the average F-matrix for the KF time update Interval and
then calcvlate 0.0 according to the formula given In subsection 3.2.3. Simulations ver-
ify that this is satLsfactoty fot out system.

I: ..._. ..
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4.3 KalMn Filter 3pdate !relz

In order to check the ro' ,ztness of the KF for the chosen KF update frequency, T, we
run the Monte Car,) srm',ation program with update intervals from T/2 to 4T. The simu-
lations showed no sigaificant difference in the esttimation errors. The chosen update
frequency, measurement calculation and matrix calculation methods are therefore judged
to be healthy.

4.4 Error Checks

In tt.e application of KFs to real systems it is of vital importance to realize that
abnormal situations will arise. Hence, soa.te kind of error detection and status indica-
tion has to be build into the system. The tests to be implemented may be foreseen to a
certain extent, but due to the hardware dependence, field tests have to be done. TP;e
final test limits are determined through a clcse interplay between simulations and
field tests. This interplay will be discussed in the next section, but the actual tests
will be presented here.

The KF assumes that the measurement statistics are given. Due to hardware deficiencies,
outlayers which violates these statistics have to be expected. These outlayers are
eliminated be using a 3-0 test on the innovation process.

The azimuth angle is observed through velocity changes in the horizontal plan. During
periods with small velocitý changes (manoeuvres) the azimuth angle is nonobservable
through the velocity measurements, but the azimuth angle measurement maintains the
accuracy by relying on the aircraft INS and assuming no relative rotation of the two
body axes. The azimuth measurement is not used when the manoeuvres exceed a given
limit. However, during manoeuvres the missile and aircraft axes may move relatively to
each other creating a new permanent offset. This is modelled by reinitialisation of the
azimuth measurement bias.

Due to hardware failures the KF may diverge. Such divergence may be dctected by moni-
toring and checking the calculated variances in the KF and the mean and standard dcv.-
ation of the innovation processes.

The component estimates (gyros and accelerometers) are checked and error flags are seat
if the estimates exceeds certain limits, thus indicating component failure.

The alignment accuracy depends on the alignment time and manoeuvres. The KF covariance!,
and thv mean and standard deviation of the Innovation processes are used to calculate 4
performance index. This index tells the pilot if a manoeuvre may enhance the alignment.
or not.

4.5 Monte Carlo Simulation

The perform.ance of the navigation ýystem has been evaluated usiln b-oth vovirdce 4
Monte Carlo sim~ulatlons. Monte Carlo jimulationi involve m.,ttple Cufls of a %mu44tn
including all known noise and error sources to establish 4cCcumuIted salt4. prop-
eries of selected state variables aN a function of tim.. And, 4s oppo%*d to a CýV4-
fiance analysis, a Moite Carlo Simulation has no inhortnt resttictlovs to the
npieoentatifn Of the models involved. E q there is no need !or 4 ilne4rtnd mdr4'

the generation of the mesurements to the suboptima! ((. Computer cstu the• n.j
disadvantage of the Ronte Carlo v4lid4,tion technique.

We have doie a lot of Mtnte Carlo (MC) simulations In order to vvr:y %he kg detj:
!rom. uoctl-n 3 and the preprosevsor dv:ýJqn Int this sect iou. All of the sim_,41~t sho
cLOIC aqreement with the0 covariancv ;.im-ulations. týhe ~if e~aewcllwihi !
%tatlstical Iimits !b4ed on 100 MC runs,. .n additicO to covarin4 e cdiO.at4on• tha

t#0jf4-oqa wny also calculatc the mean valve5. Alto thou* ujimolatiosqv av
the statstical lifits.

Thte a 19ftee is close to op'tlftt. It 12 very robust., 3nd therq ia ilttv~q to tbt qgaiad
by o~a~;lc.

5.1 QJ At lliaht Tests

T~h- f'lghts ha'e not boen planned i~tciflcajll 'or eValuating the ai'.o yt-
b'4t rather an rei-*artals for thq actvit mgIsile fAln•. Aiment i ha, s'rie.
Most of thetr have 4-opresented cwlpiete a~~t.and ct,!y a few havve had rj u
a:iqnmnt (see siýsec:lon 1.1.3 for d4efnitl43n. 4) tests pave seen evaluated. noe. o0
which have been Identic.l.
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The Position error has been calculated by integrating the velocity difference between
the aircraft and the missile INS, with coziections for relative movements. Tile naviga-
tion error has been well within specificatl~ons and in close agreement with predicted
performance ftom simulations. A few of the 43 tests were close to minimum alignments.

5.2 Hissile Test Firings

A number of missiles has been launched during the engineering development and technical
evaluation phases. it has been difficult to isolate the missile INS error from test
range instrumentation errors, F-16 fire control errcrs, and F-16 INS errors, however,
the missile firings indicate a close agreevent with computer simulations and *:aptive
flight testing.

5.3 Deficiencies and Errorsi ~ Initially o~tr "~st serious problem was telemetry dropouts. Ebpecially it was difficult
to receive reliable liata during aircraft manoeuvres. The situa.tion was gradually
improved during the test period. Among improvements were h)etter aircraft tracking( equipment on the ground and merging of data from more than on* telemetry receiver

in order to handle data dropouts and unreliable data. Heavy restrictions on the flight
trajectories were imposed by telemetry coverage and general air safety restrictions int the test area. In fact, the captive flight testing was an Integrated part of t~ie
normal fighter pilot trainirng in southern Norway. Our testing should not .1tirerfere with
the normal operation of this airfield. A telemetry pod on the F-16 atrcraft itself
would 1'ave spared us a lot of problems. This was not available at that time, however,
today this is an integrated part of the test equipment.

Our next serious problem turned out to be the weather. When finally the aircraft, tt~
missile, and the telemetry and data reduction system, all, from a r-chnically poinlt G.,
view, were ready for testing; wind, ice and snow quite a few times turned out to be the
final reason for the cancellation of the take off. After all, our aircraft was not on

alert, and the pilot had to follow peacetime general air safety precautions. However,
wie had to adapt to this situation as well. Through simulations we realised that a lot
could be done by just taxing on the runway. Especially, the identification of quite a
few time tag errors was done by data from F-16 pirc~uettes on the runway. The fighter
pilots did not actually Inve the test trajectory when a test engineer again and again
ordered a 720 degreez pirouette just to have another look at his KF states.

The captive flight test period gave us, as mentioned, new knowledge about system behav-
iour. However, due to concurrent effort in testing, simulation, arid new algorithm
development It turne-d out to be very easy to Identify these deficiencies when they
appeared and to make appropriate software changes. Two examples were changes nlecessary
for the compensatior of relative motion on the atimifth measuremcnt and changes to the

* use of his measurement, a r*,ult of new knowledge about how the pilot operat~ed the
a~rz;-e. and how the missile waic mounted to the atrcratc, respectively. Another
example Is the fact that manotuvrk,% early in the fine alignmrent period with relatively
low constant g loads introduce delayz in the alignment. Minor ctnangex had to bo intro-
duced in the setting of status inforna-Ziort on the stores control pant" display And in
general, as expected, several test limit%. and the initial uncertainties of a few filiter
states had to be slightly adjustea. However, our =ajor problaes werea dve to true etrroý
as listed below.

Tthe time tag and KV prefilter software, or the symtzhronIzatlorl of missile and aircrafi
data themajor part programmed inl assembly and fix P.,int arithmetic, tirned out to

*Include a lot of errors. All of theft had to be '.tentif1%4 and roý"vad tc, achieve a
zeliAblt alignmaent performance. The most difficult- ti". kiq error to idqntiy v4; onc
whicht caused altitude inforaativo to be put into the least sl~qn~ficant bilts Qn the P-16
time zag. This error was Identified and removed whomn we teal'sto that the delay as$
by time tag was a fonction of aircraft alt ltu.44.

Incorrect sign on different terma In the nmissile IN$ software wa ar41 e problem. At!
of these errors were. exceat for one. Identified 4nd corrected t~vfotr ot early in tho
Laptlve flight test period. Thet one left over, due to iscunsittencles iný %!# ou-
tation. was an I~orroct siqn In one of the tcrss for roden~atton of0 the vet-n.ilvet
the Cteth. This *trot was In some Instance* tqvlvale~nt to a gyro bias Of -ore xhar. ;-:
the nolmial value, and the ailtgment filter decomposed this eire: ag different cahýo-M
nest errors as a function of aircraft manoevures. Ve fin-ally identified thia 'ertor -y
code Inspection whon telemetzy data had toli; tis that. the 4errOr Vas a fWWUciOr Of
veiocl..y ard heading in level flight. On reflection, this partitcular error. aiu maybe
some ol tht time tag problemts. may have been sorted out. by stsrvuaiatln- before the
captive flight testing started. Thli was, at the time, not possible mainly bca4-,sv the
INS navigation WbtoAre. the align-ment software, nd the tiv* tal &oftsca~e aql were.
with a few exceptiooz. tested Imdependently by different people- A closer Integration
during testing way have been a wisvr approach. However, of vart iculat 1ioFrta-nce Is
the fact that the zift'4tion software eventually had to -he desian-ed by the sane' PewIa
lxpleaent~ng the necessayv -,e~l Lime systen software; #thus, more effort. Pvt into sink;-

*lation. with the same Tesources *,rr tfie total lob. ftay have de;.ayed the captive !light
tseting. We had to decide cm a ;ticrity. We hkad prepred for'open loop test-ang oI the
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alignment filter, testing without actually updating the INS with error estimates. How-
ever, open loop testing turned out to be of little practical use as the INS diverged
too fast for the isolation of the relatively small error effects. Po sum up; our
experience is that it is easy, through inspection of KF behaviour, to tell if the
system behaviour is different from expected. However, to isolate the error source is
very difficult and a time consuming iteration between testing and detailed software
code inspection in a lot of different subsystems. When the source finally is identi-
fied the necessary modifications are fast and easily included in the stage of develop-
ment described here.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The alignment subsystem imposes no additional restrictions on the operation of the F-16
fighter aircraft. There is no need for a particular alignment trajectory, and, the
fighter pilot may switch on the alignment at any time, e g when he is checking other
subsystems on the ground before the mission. From the KF design approach a high per-
formance, highly reliable and robust missile midcourse inertial navigation system
emerged. Navigation accuracy is well within specifications. The reasons for the
success were in the first place the effort put into simulations both during alignment
filter development and during the captive flight testing, and secondly the extent of
data collected during testing for performance analyses. If we should have done the job
over again, we would have put even more effort into the simulations, the telemetry
system and the post processing of telemetry data. Finally, the transfer alignment unit
was possible to test and evaluate through relatively inexpensive captive flight test-
ing.
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